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The Chairman, 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,                                           15.01.2018 

New Delhi – 110 011. 

 

                          Kind attention: Shri Sunil Kumar Singhal, Advisor, TRAI  

 

Dear Sir,  

Sub: Forward Consultation paper on Inputs on Formulation of National Telecom  

        Policy 2018: 

 

We, one of the CAG members of the TRAI is forwarding our view on above 

consultation paper for your kind consideration:   

 Question 1:  

Stakeholders are requested to give their comments on structure and contents of the 

proposed inputs for National Telecom Policy, 2018, clearly outlining the specifics along with 

justification:  

 

Answer:  

RIGHT TO SAFETY:  

We welcome and appreciate the initiation in forming New National Telecom Police, 2018 and 

in the expectation of 1.20 billion telecom consumers are very reasonable and simple.  They 

want to safety first which is guaranteed by the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 such as a 

consumer is having Right to Safety.  Accordingly the cell towers and mobile handset’s 

radiation should be within the permissible limit.  At present there is no effective mechanism 

to watch and control these radiations.    
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QUALITY OF SERVICE:  

 

The qualities of services are at affordable cost and whenever they face grievances which 

would resolve as early as possible.   

 

At present as described with this consultant paper our telecom consumers are facing 

problem with speed of internet connection and is still much lower than the global average 

speed.   There is no sufficient infrastructures compare with the numbers of connections and 

other countries.  So, this National Telecom Policy 2018 would give priority to the above very 

important point such as improving infrastructure at par with the present requirement.  

 

E GOVERNANCE:    

The E Governance, net banking,  appears before the courts for regular adjournments from 

other stations would also be through video conference.  The needs of the citizen would meet 

through online services and the system would also seems so simple to access even for 

illiterate.. .  Now the Railway is introducing online PNR enquiry and we get status only if 

resolved a sum, which display in the screen.  We unable to understand what are the 

connections between our mathematics knowledge in knowing the PNR status.    

 

Affordable Costs:  

The Government may ensure that the smart phones and net works at the affordable costs to 

the telecom consumers.  The mobile companies are fixing higher margin for their produces 

and most of the products are imported.   The Government should give priority and help to the 

indigenous quality product to at the cheaper price.    

 

At present due to trade competition; the Telecom Service Providers are announcing 

attractive offers; if they withdraw the telecom consumers would face heavy payout for net 



work accessibility.    So, the TRAI would reduce its allowed rates to the service providers at 

par with the present offer or reduce more.  

 

GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL SYSTEM:   

 

The Grievance Redressal System on telecom consumers is very weak in our country and 

this should be modified at least to remodel the existing system such as replacing present 

Nominating Appellate Advisors from the Consumer Groups by the Telecom Service 

Providers and it serving as the recommendation body should change as Appellate Authority 

and they empowered to pass orders and  nomination of the Appellate Authority by the TRAI 

not by the TSPs (in the line of Electricity Consumer Grievance Redressal Forum)..  

 

TELECOM SERVICE PROVIDERS ROLL:  

 

At present, the TRAI is fixing norms in conducting CAG as well telecom Consumers Meeting 

at every quarter in respected their service area.  But most of the service providers are not 

convening any such meeting and few are conducting the meeting without CAGs and only for 

fulfill its statutory obligations.   This may modified that the TSPs convening meeting in real 

intention to creating awareness among the telecom consumers and redress their grievance 

with the presence of Consumer Advocacy Group Members.  

 

Thanks and regards. 

 

M. Sekaran. 

President.  

  


